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Introduction:
The “Notebook”
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A web-based interactive computing interface and 
platform that combines code, equations, text and 
visualisations.

In a nutshell: an “interactive shell opened within the 
browser” Also called: 

“Jupyter Notebook” or 
“IPython Notebook” 

http://www.jupyter.org 
 

Many supported languages: Python, Haskell, 
Julia… One generally speaks about a “kernel” 
for a specific language 



  $ ipython notebook

This command:

1.  Starts a local notebook server

2.  Connects to it via the browser
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http:// 

Text and 
Formulas

In a browser
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http:// 

Code
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http:// 

Code
This is a notebook in Python 
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Code
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Shell Commands

We can invoke commands in the shell… 
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Shell Commands

… and get their output 
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Images
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Text and 
Formulas

Code

Shell Commands

Images

In a browser
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•  The ROOTaaS project

•  Integration of ROOT with the Notebook technology

–  Programming model and usability for data analysis

•  A new service: ROOT notebooks within the CERN IT 

services’ portfolio

–  Spotlight on storage
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Data mining “as a service”

Interface: Notebooks

Goals:
•  Analyse data via a web interface
–  Calculations, input and results “in the cloud”

•  Use ROOT only with a web browser
–  Platform independent ROOT based data analysis

•  Allow easy sharing of scientific results: plots, data, code
–  Storage is crucial

•  Simplify teaching of data processing and programming
•  C++, Python and other languages

–  Also interfaced to ROOT
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Integration of 
ROOT with 
Notebooks

iPyROOT 
(ROOT-Notebooks integration) 

ROOT 



A Choice of 
Kernels
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ROOT Tab 
Completion

C++ Cells in Python 
Notebooks
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C++-Python 
Interoperability
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Seamless 
display of 
graphics
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Syntax 
Highlighting
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JSROOT 
Visualisation
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All the power of ROOT: Dictionaries, I/O, runtime loading of libraries
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“import ROOT” turns on all notebook goodies

•  Tab-completion

•  C++ cells,  ACLiC

•  Display of graphics

•  Syntax highlighting

All the power of ROOT and the ROOT Python bindings, 
PyROOT, are there
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Like before, but better
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Make terminal available with one click!
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•  Examples (15 already) from the new ROOT Tutorials can be 
found at:

https://root.cern.ch/code-examples#notebooks

both in Python and C++ (and mixed!)

•  “Howto”s
“How To use ROOT in a Notebook” instructions and

“How To activate a ROOT Prompt kernel in Your IPython Notebook”

https://root.cern.ch/howtos#Language%20Bindings

•  Notebook technology also adopted for writing the most 
“pragmatic” HowTos: https://root.cern.ch/howtos
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  $ root --notebook

Install ROOT, install IPython notebooks and…
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Provides a C++ notebook 
and the rest of ROOT 

notebook goodies

This command:

1.  Starts a local notebook server

2.  Connects to it via the browser



Delivered in ROOT 6.05, improved for 6.06 (about to be released)

Exciting future developments ahead! E. g.

•  Better integration of ROOT C++ notebooks

•  Improved R support
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ROOTaaS and 
CERN services’ Portfolio

Storage CPUs 

JupyterHub +  
CERN Add-ons 

iPyROOT 
(ROOT-Notebooks integration) 

ROOT 
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•  Centrally provide ROOT as a Service

•  Authentication with CERN credentials (IT Sec)

•  Infrastructure: virtual machines in OpenStack Cloud (IT-OIS)

•  Software distribution (PH-SFT, IT-PES): CVMFS

•  Storage access (IT-DSS): CERNBox, EOS

–  All data potentially available!

•  Synergy with document sharing (IT-CIS)

–  Notebook visualiser available in the next Indico release

Fruitful collaboration with IT-DSS group to make this happen!
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•  Jupyter notebooks can be uploaded to Indico: automatic rendering

•  See this very contribution in indico for more details!
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Authenticator

Spawner

Containers
(notebook 

servers)

Local users
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One single powerful machine



Web Portal

Container Scheduler

C C
C C

Notebook
Container

CERN SSO

C C
C C

CERN Cloud

41 
Distributed system, complementary to lxplus
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•  Launch jobs on the batch farm
•  Access notebook on a VM in OpenStack Cloud

•  Inspect produced data via CERNBox/EOS from the notebook
•  Create plots and output data with software provided via CVMFS

•  Share, access plots (and output data!) on the web with CERNBox 
web interface

•  Security and confidentiality guaranteed by the usual CERN 
standards



Summer Student Program, ROOT tutorial, last session: Interactive 
notebooks offered

•  Single 24 cores box, Beta version of the software layer

•  50 participants, perfect scaling, a success!
–  https://indico.cern.ch/event/407519

Data Science @ LHC Workshop,  C++ notebook TMVA tutorial: 
http://indico.cern.ch/event/395374/
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•  ROOT is now integrated with notebooks
–  Python and C++ interactive shells

–  Tab completion, C++/Python integration, syntax highlighting, 
graphics inlining, shell commands

–  Available now!

•  Integration with the CERN services portfolio
–  Collaborating with IT department

•  In particular with IT-DSS

–  Work in progress, usable demo server available

–  Pilot service proposal submitted to PH, IT and WLCG heads 

•  Useful for training and education, and potentially for 
interactive analysis
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Backup slides



•  Code in macros/programs usable in notebooks (and vice versa)

•  Provide a novel ROOT Prompt (C++) kernel

–  A notebook which is a web based ROOT prompt

•  Easy access to well known ROOT and notebooks features 

•  Provide clear, useful examples and documentation

Now it’s time to take a tour of the new provided functionalities!
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Requirements satisfied
Delivered in release 6.05/02
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Jupyterhub: manages login of users and redirection to 
notebook

•  Existing solution: https://github.com/jupyter/jupyterhub

•  Allows encapsulation: spawn Linux container at logon

–  User isolated from the host, modulo volumes explicitly mounted 

(CVMFS, CERNBox)

•  Needs to be customised, e.g.:

–  CERN sign-on procedure

–  Docker image for the container



EOS
Disk-based low latency storage infrastructure for physics users. Main 
target: physics data analysis.

CERNBox
Functionality analogous to DropboxTM. Synchronisation capabilities 
between user machines and central repository. Data stored on EOS.

Indico
Manage complex conferences, workshops and meetings. 

CVMFS
HTTP based network FS, optimized to deliver experiment software 
Files aggressively cached and downloaded on demand.
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The Demo



Time to go back see this workflow in action!
We will:
•  Create a simple plot and a ROOT file with ROOTaaS

•  Share it with CERNBox
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